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The living area’s signature style was
born out of a desire for an all-encompassing space. The versatile L-shaped
kitchen tucks neatly into a corner while
remaining open to its surroundings.

A Longmeadow
couple’s Polish
heritage informs
an ambitious
ranch redesign
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P

eter and Kasia Novak cherished their 1919 English
Tudor in Longmeadow’s prestigious Colony Hills neighborhood for almost two decades. But as
soon as their third child left for college, the rambling house got quiet. Too
quiet. And it suddenly felt far too big
for the newly-minted empty nesters.
Counted among the stately pile that
flourished in so-called streetcar suburbs in and around Springfield in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, these homes were designed
to house multi-generational families
and, in many cases, servants and staff.
Kasia, a marriage and family therapist,
was intent on moving, but Peter, a general agent of Charter Oak Insurance
and Financial Services Co., was content staying in Colony Hills. The tract
was designed by eminent landscape
architect Frederick Law Olmsted who,
along with Calvert Vaux, designed
Springfield’s Forest Park and Central
Park in New York City. “Peter loved the
symmetry and order of that neighborhood,” Kasia says. “He eventually
agreed to move but said,“I want a fun
project.’”
The couple spent a year looking
for just the right house. They narrowed several down to a select few,
but Peter found critical flaws with all
of them, Kasia recalls. His father was
a sought-after plasterer in the New
Haven, Conn., area, and Peter grew
up working in the business, so his critiques were well informed. Not interested in a turn-key property or a total
teardown, they searched for a home
that had good bones and a prime
location, and they found it in a 1975built ranch masquerading as a Tudor
in Longmeadow’s Glen Arden neighborhood. Long, narrow and low to
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The fir-trimmed study has the same rustic charm as the couple’s
second home in Quechee, Vermont. The found wood chair and
artisan coffee table are both Vermont-made. The upholstered
pieces are from Beautiful Rooms in West Springfield.
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the ground with large front-facing gables,
the single-story, three bedroom house was
clearly a ranch. But it also had the decorative half-timbering typically found on
the second floor of Tudor-style homes.
Odder still, it was lacking the cross bracing that gives half-timbering its medieval,
cottage-like charm. Structurally, there was
a second front entrance and a questionably-placed slider that have both since
been removed. Inside, pink marble in the
foyer gave way to a large run of hexagonal
terra cotta tiling that weighed down the
dark, dated kitchen. “It was the ugly duckling on the street,” Kasia says.“I didn’t see its
potential when my husband did.”
The house’s low-slung profile immediately reminded them of the birthplace of composer and virtuoso pianist Frédéric Chopin
(1810-1849) in Zelazowa Wola, a village on
the Utrata River roughly 40 miles west of
Warsaw. The children of Polish emigrants,
the Novaks’ Slavic heritage is a cornerstone
of their busy lives, and it has brought them
to the motherland on numerous occasions.
Peter is on the board of trustees of The
Kosciuszko Foundation, which is dedicated to promoting educational and cultural exchanges between the United States
and Poland and to increasing American
understanding of Polish culture and history.
He is also a board member of the Central
European Institute at Quinnipiac University.
In 2013, the couple established the Novak
Family Polish Chair here, which led to the
creation of the Polish American Business
Leader Scholars Program. It will provide
annual scholarships for Polish students to
pursue their MBA at Quinnipiac and gain
corporate experience at American companies before returning to Poland.
It’s through the Kosciuszko Foundation
that the couple was introduced to architect
Stephen Jablonski of Jablonski DeVriese
Architects in Springfield. Founded in 1995,
the firm specializes in restoration, presPale celery subway tile accents an otherwise monochromatic palette.
Memory-swivel Marcello counter stools from Ballard Designs offer the
wraparound comfort of a wing chair. The organically-shaped Zenith
pendants, above, are from Tech Lighting.
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The house has disciplined
pops of color like this oil on
canvas depicting Warsaw’s
Castle Square by Polish
painter Edward Dwurnik.
The unintentionally-matched
votives on the mantel are from
Seattle-based Glassybaby. The
“Cat in the Hat” bronze is by
California sculptor Leo Rijn.
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With its cool, playful
atmosphere, the lowerlevel game room is
perfect for keeping
family and friends
entertained. Note the
functional drink shelf
on the fir-wrapped lally
column.
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Oenophiles are dedicating spaces not only to
storing wine but also to tasting it. Two quarter-sawn white and red oak bar tables provide
a dedicated spot for the latter. A sliding barn
door opens to the adjoining media room.
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“THIS HOUSE IS
ABOUT PEOPLE. IT’S
COMFORTABLE. IT’S LIKE
A WARM BLANKET. IT’S A
FUN, WARM PLACE WITH
A LOT OF LIGHT.”

ervation and adaptive reuse projects; their portfolio
includes design of the Springfield History Museum
and an award-winning adaption of Spaulding House,
the oldest building on the Springfield College
campus. Peter challenged Jablonski to design an
American version of a Polish country home with
clean, classic lines; abundant natural light; and seamless indoor-outdoor connections. “Our approach was
to transform the original house with discreet additions and by maximizing the potential of existing
space,” Jablonski says. “We were inspired by the vernacular architecture of Poland, the native country
of the clients’ parents. We saw the potential, with the
steeply pitched roof, to maximize vertical space in
the kitchen-great room; the Novaks were very interested in having this space open to the newly-landscaped garden. A [multi-windowed shed] dormer
supported by exposed trusses became a focal point
of the design.”
Help in executing that vision came from Lance
Hodes of Haydenville Woodworking & Design.
Incorporated in 1987 and based in South Deerfield,
the design-build firm has an on-site workshop capable of producing custom cabinetry, furniture and
architectural millwork. An academic turned carpenter, Hodes oversaw three major projects at the couple’s previous home, including a combination entry
and mudroom addition. He also designed several
pieces of artisanal furniture for the family, including
an Art Noveau-inspired media console fashioned
from fir, figured maple and patterned glass; it currently supports a large screen television in the lower-level media room. Design direction came from the
new home’s evolving architecture. “Originally, there
had been plans for a number of turned columns
and pilasters, but the clients wanted cleaner, simpler

lines,” Hodes says. “Although the house isn’t in the
Craftsman style, I felt an Arts and Crafts design would
provide the clean yet rich aesthetic that matched
their expressed interests. This is one of my favorite
vernaculars to work in, so it was an exciting choice.”
The refurbished exterior is virtually unrecognizable. Stucco was applied over the brick, and gray
shutters matching the freshly-painted gables were
added. The existing portico was extended out 9 feet
and enhanced with structural columns, giving the
long, flat façade depth and height. “I like when you
enter a home through the front door,” Kasia says.
The updated entry was fashioned after the one on
Chopin’s birthplace (now a museum) and features
a similar ellipse window set into a field of Atlantic
white cedar. A khaki-colored standing seam metal
roof on the portico introduced an entirely new element into the design.
The interior was almost a complete scrape and
rebuild, but it all occurred within the existing footprint. Three bedrooms and a bathroom on the western flank were sacrificed to create an oversized master suite with a wall-length shower and his-and-her
walk-in closets. “We shared one tiny closet for 18
years,” Kasia says. The marble shower has dual shower
heads customized for the couple’s disparate heights:
Peter is a towering 6’7” tall, while Kasia is more diminutive at 5’3”. On the opposite flank, dead space above
the garage was commandeered to support two additional bedrooms (there’s a fourth in the daylight
basement) and another bathroom. “The house is like
an accordion,” Kasia says. “It fans in and then fans
back out again.” Dormers were added in both locations to encourage light flow.
Taking full advantage of the roof pitch, Jablonski
appropriated unused attic space to create a soaring
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A bathroom was sited where the home’s
second front entrance used to be.
An enameled cast iron countertop by
Kohler, in Roussillion Red, flows seamlessly
into an elongated oval basin.

15-foot vaulted ceiling in the combined kitchen-great
room, adding volume and lots of light. Raising the ceiling also exposed more of the existing stone fireplace,
transforming it from lackluster to lodge luxe. Inspired
by the artistry of Peter’s paternal uncle, a preeminent
builder of post-and-beam houses on Martha’s Vineyard,
the homeowners wanted to incorporate some natural
wood texture. To that end, Hodes and Jablonski collaboratively designed structural trusses with bolted gusset
plates painted gunmetal gray. The rafter ties bring the
scale of the space down, creating a visual plane at
about 10 feet above the floor. Installing the trusses was
a huge undertaking that involved cutting into the roof
and using a crane to hoist the pieces into position.
Hodes explains: “Slotting the roof to receive the trusses
was certainly a first. I went through several iterations
of truss plans before I arrived at what I thought would
work for this very particular situation. It amounted
to installing a post-and-beam structure in a pre-built
house.” The Novaks were in Budapest on installation
day, so the role of project manager shifted to family
friend Fran Cress, who also served as provisional interior designer. “We trusted her implicitly and knew her
sense of style,” Kasia says. A transom dormer set above
a bank of French doors brings additional light into the
space while enhancing its inherent connection to the
outdoors.
When it comes to merging indoor and outdoor living spaces, Europeans can be pretty forward thinking.
Ordering principles (axis, symmetry, et al) often relate
metaphorically to the surrounding natural landscape,
connecting the home to its site in a meaningful way.
“Americans tend to focus on the house, which is just
a piece of the puzzle,” Peter says. “I wanted to create a
landscape that feels like it’s part of the house.” The justunder-an-acre property abuts a dingle, which allowed
the homeowners to create a private backyard oasis
in an otherwise urban setting. Like a well-tailored suit,
the area was edited and refined, by Travis Buck of
Horizons Hardscapes in Enfield, to support a series of
tiered ‘rooms’ with garden walls and stone staircases.
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“OUR APPROACH
WAS TO TRANSFORM
THE ORIGINAL HOUSE
WITH DISCREET
ADDITIONS AND
BY MAXIMIZING
THE POTENTIAL OF
EXISTING SPACE.”
– Stephen Jablonski, Architect

A larger retaining wall was built to elevate the stone
patio so that it would be on the same grade as the
house. Essentially a backyard great room, it has stool
seating around a stone grilling bar and a gas fire table
centered between generously-proportioned all-weather rope furniture from Restoration Hardware. “On
Christmas Day, the doors were open and we ate outside,” Kasia says. A patio slab fronts the entrance to the
daylight basement, where the yard naturally levels off.
A waterfall spillway was added as an auditory tease,
coaxing visitors into thinking there’s a natural water
feature hidden in the dingle.
In a house where wood is the primary pleasure,
it’s little surprise that some of it was sourced from
the property. After a large red oak was felled, Peter
asked if it could be used for the interior flooring.
Hodes obliged. He had done this before but on a
much smaller scale—generally a piece of furniture
built from a butt log. “I had the tree transported to a
sawyer, Dave Bowman in Worthington, who I’d done
post-and-beam work with, and then on to Tony Mason
[of Mason Woods] in Whately to have it kilned and
milled,” Hodes says. It produced enough wood to
do almost all of the flooring and to accommodate
Kasia’s want of a wooden worktop on the breakfast
bar island. “I don’t like using granite on an eating
surface. It’s too cold,” she says. Hodes surprised her
with a live edge fir mantel in the great room, which
complements the built-in bookshelves flanking the
floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace.
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The versatile L-shaped kitchen tucks neatly into a corner
while remaining open to the surrounding space. A modern
variation of a straight-line kitchen, with the range, refrigerator, dishwasher and apron-front sink aligned on one wall, it
wraps around a center island that evolves the space into a
sort of galley-style with a walk-through corridor. The el has
additional cabinets and counter space and a pair of Blue
Star 30-inch stainless steel wall ovens. Carefully-placed elements create a deftly-layered kitchen that can keep up with
a crowd.“Kasia was interested in a simple painted door style
[for the cabinets]. Since there is a lot of natural wood in the
space, it was certainly the best aesthetic choice,” Hodes says.
“It is simple, but the small glass upper cabinets and curved
island were designed to provide interest and some subtle
sophistication. I like how the color of the island [Benjamin
Moore Rockport Gray] plays nicely off of the white cabinets

and helps define the kitchen space from the living room
area.” With its snowy shine and blue-gray veining, White Ice
Brazilian granite is a perfect foil for the pale celery subway
tile backsplash. An existing street-facing window above the
sink was retained, and a custom eyebrow dormer with a
vaulted opening was installed in the flex space above the
cabinets, effectively carrying the ellipse theme from the
portico into the interior. A matching ellipse pass-through was
added above the stairs. A bathroom was positioned where
the home’s second front entrance used to be, in what was
the original eat-in kitchen. An enameled cast iron vanity top
from Kohler is decadent in Roussillon red.
The Novaks didn’t want the basement to feel like, well, a
basement, but rather an extension of the main living area. By
incorporating a custom-built oak and fir staircase, the lower
level seems more like a destination than an afterthought.

Uncluttered and refined, the master bath beckons its owners
to unwind. The handsome and hardworking vanity conveys the
simplicity desired for this spa-like space. The Sutton grand sconce
from Restoration Hardware lends a sleek hotel aesthetic.
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Travis Buck from Horizon Hardscapes integrated
retaining walls and stone steps into the
challenging backyard slope, creating multiple
outdoor ‘rooms.’ A spillway in the upper wall
produces a soothing sheet of water in the
garden. The patio is ringed with holly bushes.
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Being able to move seamlessly from inside to outside was
a priority. Outdoor furniture from Restoration Hardware’s
Rutherford Collection is constructed of innovative allweather rope. The handcrafted fire table, also from RH, is
made from glass fiber reinforced concrete to capture the
look and feel of natural limestone.
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“We wanted it to be welcoming,” Peter says. Bypassing a cliché
man cave or a home bar that loses its luster as one ages, he
thought proactively and created a fun space to enjoy with future
grandchildren. The game room, complete with pool table and
vintage arcade games, has an old-fashioned soda fountain ringed
with Edison bulb pendant lights. The room is filled with Peter’s
cache of sports- and pop culture-related memorabilia as well as
a Wurlitzer jukebox. “He always had all this stuff, and this is the
perfect place to display it,” Kasia says. A wine aficionado, he wanted a space that combined wood and stone to create the feel of a
vineyard tasting room. He also envisioned using the bottles as art,
hanging them on the wall rather than storing them in traditional
cellar racks.“Originally, the wine room was slated to be completely paneled in shiplap white cedar,” Hodes says, “but we realized,
given the narrowness of the space, that doing all the walls in
wood might shrink it too much. The ceiling and the wine display
wall are paneled, but the rest is plaster veneer.” The sliding barn
doors were Peter’s idea. Seating is offered at two quarter-sawn
white and red oak bar tables and two Mission-style club chairs
with caramel-colored leather cushions.
A true collaborative effort, the reimagined home is a reflection
of what the Novaks value and how they live.“This house is about
people. It’s comfortable,” Peter says.“It’s like a warm blanket. It’s a
fun, warm place with a lot of light.”

Above, The study is unique in that its pent roofline
creates a single valley against the main gable. “It’s the
kind of structure you might find on a museum because
it opens the space to a high front wall of glass without
a traditional cathedral gable,” says Lance Hodes of
Haydenville Woodworking & Design.

Someone’s always in the hot seat on
this patio, be it at the generously-sized
stone grilling bar or lounging around the
clean-burning hearth.
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